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Abstract: Drinking water and fire safety are strongly bonded to each other. Actual drinking water
demand and fire flows are both delivered through the same network, and are both devoted to public
health and safety. In The Netherlands, the discussion about fire flows supplied by the drinking
water networks has drawn fire fighters and drinking water companies together, searching for novel
approaches to improve public safety. One of these approaches is the application of residential fire
sprinkler systems fed by drinking water. This approach has an impact on the layout of domestic
drinking water systems (DDWSs), as extra plumbing is required. This study examined the influence
of the added plumbing on quality of both fresh and 10 h stagnant water in two full scale DDWSs:
a conventional and an extended system. Overnight stagnation was found to promote copper and
zinc leaching from pipes in both DDWSs. Microbial numbers and viability in the stagnant water,
measured by heterotrophic plate count (HPC), flow cytometry (FCM) and adenosine tri-phosphate
(ATP), depended on the temperature of fresh water, as increased microbial numbers and viability
was measured in both DDWSs when the temperature of fresh water was below the observed tipping
point (15 ◦C for the HPC and 17 ◦C for the FCM and ATP measurements respectively) and vice versa.
A high level of similarity between water and biofilm communities, >98% and >70–94% respectively,
indicates that the extension of the DDWS did not affect either the microbial quality of fresh drinking
water or the biofilm composition.

Keywords: domestic drinking water systems; fire sprinklers; water quality; water temperature;
water stagnation

1. Introduction

The primary role of drinking water distribution systems is to supply sufficient drinking water
quantity and quality, at adequate pressure ranges, to consumers. Apart from that, most of the drinking
water distribution networks also carry along so-called “fire flows”, which are the amounts of water
necessary to extinguish fires by firefighting services. Nowadays, the usual demand of a fire hydrant,
which supplies firefighting water, is in the range from 30 to 60 m3/h, which is delivered through the
network with pipes of 100 mm diameter (or larger). Additionally, the maximum allowable spacing
between the hydrants and objects should not exceed 40 m in The Netherlands. These spatial and
flow requirements have led to the phenomena of generously sized networks, given that a standard
residential service connection is rated at 1.5 to 2.5 m3/h [1]. This means that the majority of the
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distribution networks are dimensioned on fire flows rather than on actual drinking water demands.
The impact of large networks is low velocities in the networks and prolonged water residence times.
The extent of the water residence time in distribution networks depends on several parameters, such
as: the distance from the water treatment facility, pipe diameters (ranging from 20 mm for service
pipes to 1600 mm for the transmission mains), and water velocities, which depend on drinking water
consumption and population size [2]. Because it may cause an accumulation of sediment and related
water quality issues like discoloration, decay of disinfectant residual, and pronounced microbiological
growth [3–7], water residence time is usually regarded as the surrogate for water quality. In the
past years, substantial efforts have been devoted to minimizing water residence time and achieving
the optimal design of water distribution networks with respect to the disinfectant concentrations,
formation of disinfection by-products (trihalomethanes), and overall construction costs of water
distribution networks [8–11].

Despite the fire flows—which are delivered through commonly large drinking water networks,
and in spite of fire safety developments in the last decades, the number of residential fires and fire
fatalities remains almost constant in The Netherlands. Around 7000 dwelling fires occur each year,
leaving on average 45 dead and dozens more injured [12]. One of the main reasons for this trend is that
the evacuation time has decreased from 17 to 3 min [13,14]. Over 30 years ago, when the evacuation
time was estimated to be 17 min, houses were furnished with natural materials (genuine wooden
furniture, wool carpets, etc.), while most of the modern residential occupancies and their interiors are
made with synthetic materials that can ignite readily and lead to the rapid spreading of the fire, and
the release of toxic gases. Therefore, deadly conditions are nowadays reached in as little as 3 min in
home fires. In addition to this, statistics show that the fire services’ response time is around 8 min in
The Netherlands [15], and that once the fire brigade reaches the fire scene, it might be too late to save
the lives from the hazards, assuming that only the conventional fire flow approach is applied.

The discussion about the fire flows supplied by generously sized water networks has drawn
fire fighters and drinking water companies together, seeking new approaches to improve public
health and safety. An automatic fire sprinkler system, being one of the discussed approaches, is an
active fire protection measure which does not only extend the evacuation time of residents, but also
serves to control the fire before the fire brigade reaches the fire event, and uses the water from fire
hydrants. According to the statistics, automatic fire sprinklers have proven to prevent more than 80%
of residential fire casualties and around 70% of property damage [16]. Though the first sprinkler patent
dates from 1874 [17], their implementation in Europe is typically limited to industrial applications. The
technical issue of widespread implementation of residential fire sprinkler systems was required water
flow and pressure for a conventional fire sprinkler head, which were in the order of 50 to 80 L/min
and 0.7 to 1.6 bar, respectively. Innovations in the design of a sprinkler head have yielded fire sprinkler
heads [18] that show outstanding performance under low flow and pressure conditions (30 L/min and
0.5 bar respectively), which are the thresholds at the farthest points in a typical Dutch house. With no
technical obstacles regarding the operational flow and pressure, it is, nowadays, feasible to integrate
sprinkler systems into domestic drinking water systems (DDWSs) in The Netherlands. Nevertheless,
sprinkler system integration into a conventional DDWS has an impact on the layout of DDWSs, such as
increased piping diameters, extended pipe length, more volume of the system; hence, it may affect the
quality of drinking water at the consumers’ tap. In The Netherlands, the quality of the drinking water
is routinely monitored and measured at the tap. Dutch drinking water companies are responsible for
the water quality, unless a poor maintenance of DDWSs is proven [19]. Unlike with drinking water
distribution systems, where the drinking water is hardly ever entirely stagnant because of aggregated
water consumption, in the DDWSs, water may stagnate in pipes for hours, days or even weeks before
consumption takes place. Recent research showed that the overnight stagnation of water in DDWSs
strongly influences the microbial activity and richness [7,20–22], and results in leaching of various
compounds from pipes and fixtures, such as copper, zinc, lead and organic compounds [23–25]. This
study aimed to determine the extent to which an implementation of a sprinkler system in DDWSs
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results in alteration of water quality at consumer’s taps. The foci of the study were: chemical and
microbial parameters of fresh and stagnant water, and microbial characterization of biofilm in both
conventional and extended full scale DDWSs.

2. Materials and Methods

Description of the DDWS Experimental Rigs

To study the impact on water quality of added plumbing for the installation of residential
fire sprinkler heads to a conventional DDWS, two full-scale DDWSs, a conventional (CS) and an
extended (E-S) DDWS, were built (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure S1) and operated for 430 days,
applying the stochastic water demand patters at each tap. The experimental rigs were constructed
by a licensed plumber, using readily available material—copper, manufactured in accordance with
European Standard EN 1057. The configuration of the CS complied with the Dutch home plumbing
codes NEN 1006 [26], while the ES contained additional loops of 22 mm diameter piping on each floor
for the fire sprinkler system accommodation.
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Figure 1. Axonometric scheme of the test rigs: Top: Conventional system (CS); Bottom: Extended 
system (ES). Blue line—cold water, red line—hot water. 1st floor: Guest toilet taps—toilet cistern and 
toilet sink; kitchen taps—cold and hot and dishwasher. 2nd floor: Bathroom taps—toilet cistern, 
shower taps—cold and hot, wash basin taps—cold and hot; 3rd floor: Washing machine tap. Vertical 
copper tube of 22 mm diameter—carrying cold water to the upper floors, vertical copper tube of 15 
mm—delivering hot water from a 50 L water heater and copper tubing’s of 15 mm—supplying cold 
and hot water from the vertical pipes to the 11 plumbing fixtures (solenoid valves). CS—The total 
length of the pipes was 48.6 m and the volume of the plumbing rig was ~6 L. ES has additional loops 
of 22 mm diameter piping on each floor, and the total length of the piping in the extended system 
was 116 m and the volume was ~29 L. 

3. Results 

3.1. Overnight Stagnation Experiments 

In Figure 2, measured copper and zinc concentrations in fresh and stagnant water are 
summarized.  

Figure 1. Axonometric scheme of the test rigs: (a) Conventional system (CS); (b) Extended system (ES).
Blue line—cold water, red line—hot water. 1st floor: Guest toilet taps—toilet cistern and toilet sink;
kitchen taps—cold and hot and dishwasher. 2nd floor: Bathroom taps—toilet cistern, shower taps—cold
and hot, wash basin taps—cold and hot; 3rd floor: Washing machine tap. Vertical copper tube of 22 mm
diameter—carrying cold water to the upper floors, vertical copper tube of 15 mm—delivering hot
water from a 50 L water heater and copper tubing’s of 15 mm—supplying cold and hot water from
the vertical pipes to the 11 plumbing fixtures (solenoid valves). CS—The total length of the pipes was
48.6 m and the volume of the plumbing rig was ~6 L. ES has additional loops of 22 mm diameter piping
on each floor, and the total length of the piping in the extended system was 116 m and the volume
was ~ 29 L.

The detailed description of the experimental methodology, including (1) mimicking the real water
consumption during the experimental run, (2) overnight stagnation experiments, (3) sampling of (fresh
and stagnant) water and biofilms, (4) chemical and microbial analysis of (fresh and stagnant) water
and biofilm samples, and (5) statistical analysis, is given in our previous work (available via Open
Access) [21,27].

3. Results

3.1. Overnight Stagnation Experiments

In Figure 2, measured copper and zinc concentrations in fresh and stagnant water are summarized.
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The average concentration of copper in the fresh water samples from two DDWSs was 30 µg/L
(range 12–75 µg/L). As shown in the Figure 2, copper levels significantly increased (30–50 fold) after
an overnight stagnation of 10 h. The copper content of stagnant water was not significantly different
between the two stagnant samples collected from the kitchen taps from two experimental rigs, and
was on average 1082 ± 183 µg/L for the conventional system, and 996 ± 118 µg/L for the extended
system, respectively. The stagnant water from the shower tap in the conventional DDWS contained, on
average, ~400 µg/L more copper than the water from the kitchen tap in the conventional system. For
the extended system, the copper levels in the shower stagnant samples were ~450 µg/L lower than
those from the conventional DDWS, and were statistically different from the measured copper levels
in the shower samples from the conventional rig.Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 15 
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Figure 2. Copper (left) and zinc (right) concentrations in fresh water (FW) and stagnant water (SW) in
the conventional (CS) and extended (E-S) system at the kitchen tap (KT) and shower tap (ST). Number
of fresh samples (inlet, kitchen and shower) = 48. Number of samples per tap = 16, SDcopper < 2.5%,
SDzinc < 2.8%.

The average zinc concentration in the fresh water samples from two DDWSs was 10 µg/L (range
5–33 µg/L). Similarly to the leaching of copper, overnight stagnation appeared to promote zinc release
from the brass components, which are used in drinking water distribution systems as valves, faucets
and other fixings; a 3–7 fold increase in zinc levels was observed after 10 h of stagnation. The zinc
levels in the stagnant water samples were not significantly different between the two kitchen stagnant
samples and the shower sample from the conventional system (average 57 ± 14 µg/L at the kitchen tap
for the conventional system, 68 ± 27 µg/L at the kitchen tap for the extended system and 68 ± 21 µg/L
at the shower tap for the conventional system, respectively). For the extended system, the levels of
zinc in the shower stagnant samples were ~40 µg/L lower than in the other water samples.

The TOC concentrations in the fresh and 10 h stagnant water samples are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. TOC concentrations in fresh (FW) and stagnant water samples (SW) in the conventional (CS)
and extended system (ES) at the kitchen tap (KT) and shower tap (ST). Number of fresh samples (inlet,
kitchen and shower) = 48. Number of samples per tap = 16, SD < 2%.
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The average TOC content in the fresh water samples was 1.80 ± 0.3 mg/L. As shown in Figure 3,
the TOC concentrations were reduced by 5–15% during the overnight water stagnation.

During the period of the experimental research, the fresh water temperatures ranged from 6 ◦C to
23 ◦C. A tipping point of fresh water at 15 ◦C was observed, at which a shift in the HPC concentrations
was observed (Figure 4). Over the study period, the numbers of heterotrophic bacteria in fresh water
samples from the conventional and extended DDWSs were similar; i.e., on average 10 ± 7 CFU/mL
was observed in water samples with temperatures lower than 15 ◦C, and 63 ± 26 CFU/mL (Figure 4
left) was measured in water samples with temperatures higher than 15 ◦C (Figure 4 right). The
numbers of HPC bacteria generally increased with the overnight stagnation, i.e., up to a 5-fold increase
in HPC levels was measured if the temperatures of fresh water were lower than 15 ◦C. However, when
the temperatures of fresh water were above the tipping point of 15 ◦C, up to 6-fold reduction in HPC
was observed in stagnant water samples.
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Figure 4. HPC levels in fresh water (FW) and stagnant water (SW) in the conventional (CS) and
extended (E-S) system at the kitchen tap (KT) and shower tap (ST). Number of fresh samples (inlet,
kitchen and shower) = 48. Left: Temperature of fresh water < 15 ◦C, number of fresh samples = 33,
number of stagnant samples per tap = 11. Right: Temperature of fresh water >15 ◦C, number of fresh
samples = 15, Number of stagnant samples per tap = 5; SD < 5%, *—outliers.

The same trend was observed with ATP and FCM measurements, but here, the tipping point
was found to be 17 ◦C. Figure 5 gives an overview of ATP and ICC-HNA concentrations in fresh and
stagnant water samples from the conventional and the extended DDWS.

The statistical differences between the ATP and ICC-HNA concentrations in the fresh water
samples for both investigated DDWSs were non-significant. The mean values of ATP and ICC-HNA
concentrations in fresh water samples with temperatures lower than 17 ◦C were 1.85 ± 0.78 ηg/L
and 2.1 × 104 ± 0.7 × 104 cell/mL, respectively. The average ATP and ICC-HNA concentrations
in fresh samples with drinking water temperatures higher than 17 ◦C were 5.1 ± 2.4 ηg/L L and
4.6 × 104 ± 0.5 × 104 cell/mL respectively. In this research, most of the changes in measured cell
concentrations after the overnight stagnation experiments were observed for ICC—HNA fraction,
while ICC—LNA fraction remained stable.

Finally, concentrations of opportunistic pathogen Legionella pneumofila in all fresh and
stagnant water samples were below the detection limit of 100 CFU/mL throughout the whole
experimental period.
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Figure 5. ATP (up) and ICC-HNA (down) concentrations in fresh water (FW) and stagnant water
(SW) in the conventional (CS) and extended system (ES) at the kitchen tap (KT) and shower tap (ST).
Number of fresh samples (inlet, kitchen and shower) = 48. Left: Temperature of fresh water < 17 ◦C,
number of fresh samples = 36, number of stagnant samples per tap = 12, SDATP < 4%, SDICC < 4%.
Right: Temperature of fresh water >17 ◦C, number of fresh samples = 12, Number of stagnant samples
per tap = 4; *—outliers.

3.2. Biofilm Measurements

The characteristics of the biofilms formed along the kitchen and shower pipes in the conventional
and extended systems were determined by HPC, ATP and FCM measurements (Table 1) and by
next-generation sequencing (Table 2).

Table 1. Biofilm characteristics determined by HPC, ATP and FCM measurements from-kitchen and
shower tap in conventional and extended systems.

Biofilm Sample HPC [CFU/cm2] ATP [pg/cm2] TCC [105 cell/cm2] ICC [105 cell/cm2]

Kitchen tap—conventional system 6.1 12 6.6 2.9
Kitchen tap—extended system 6.9 10 5.4 3.3

Shower tap—conventional system 3.7 11 10 5.7
Shower tap—extended system 0.3 8 2.1 1.5

Table 2. Number of sequences, richness, diversity, evenness indexes and coverage for water samples
and biofilm samples harvested from kitchen and shower taps in conventional (CS) and extended
system (ES).

Sample Number of
Sequences

OTU
(97%) Chao Index Shannon

Index Evenness Coverage
[%]

Fresh water—shower tap—CS 185,546 3122 3509 6.17 0.76 89
Fresh water—shower tap—ES 178,081 3056 3480 6.15 0.76 88

Biofilm—kitchen tap—CS 115,046 1144 1959 2.67 0.38 58
Biofilm—kitchen tap—ES 132,662 1202 1627 2.95 0.41 60
Biofilm—shower tap—CS 79,962 1313 2206 2.37 0.33 67
Biofilm—shower tap—ES 79,383 736 1086 2.44 0.37 45
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The amount of HPC bacteria and viable biomass in the biofilm samples (Table 1) were similar for
the four pipes: in the range from 0.3–6 CFU/cm2 and 8–12 pg ATP/cm2. In the conventional system,
as given in Table 1, the biofilm which was formed along the shower pipe contained higher amounts of
total cells and intact cells (1.0 × 106 cells/cm2 and 5.7 × 105 cells/cm2) than the biofilm in the kitchen
pipe (TCC 6.6 × 105 cells/cm2 and ICC 2.9 × 105 cells/cm2 respectively). The biofilm extracted from
the kitchen pipe in the extended system contained similar concentrations of total intact cells (TCC
5.4 × 105 cells/cm2 and ICC 3.3 × 105 cells/cm2 respectively) to the biofilm from the conventional
DDWS, while the biofilm from the shower tap in the extended system had the least cells among all
examined biofilms (TCC 2.1 × 105 cells/cm2 and ICC 1.5 × 105 cells/cm2 respectively).

As statistically significant differences were observed in stagnant water quality between shower
samples from the two systems, two fresh (shower) water samples were also taken for the analysis of
the richness and diversity of microbiota in shower water samples. Determination of the community
richness in all samples was done by calculation of richness estimators (OTU and Chao Index), while
the microbial diversity was assessed by applying the diversity index (Shannon Index) [28,29]. To check
whether the microbial communities are dominated by a few species or the species are evenly distributed
in the microbial assembly, an evenness parameter was calculated (for entirely even community,
evenness value is one, and if a few species dominate in the community evenness value is close to
zero) [30]. Sampling intensity was calculated by using the coverage parameter, which shows the
percentage of individual microbial species sampled in a microbial community [31].

The number of generated sequences were ~180,000 for water samples and from ~80,000 to 130,000
for biofilm samples (Table 2). These high numbers of sequences helped to detect higher numbers of
operational units (OTUs at a 3% cut-off., i.e., 3056 and 3122 in the water samples and from 736 to
1313 for the biofilm samples, respectively). Higher bacteriological richness was observed in the water
samples than in the biofilms, Chao1 index 3480–3509 for water and 1086–1959 for biofilm samples,
respectively. In addition to this, it was found that the coverage for water samples was 88–89%, while
for the biofilm samples, coverage was found to be lower, namely 45–67%. According to the Shannon
index, fresh water samples contained higher microbial diversity than the biofilm samples: 6.15–6.17
and 2.37–2.95 respectively. The other diversity parameter, evenness, showed that the species were
more evenly distributed in the drinking water samples than in the biofilms (0.76 for water samples
and 0.33–0.41 for biofilm samples).

Proteobacteria were found to be the predominant phyla in both water and biofilm samples,
varying from 61% to 81% (Figure 6 left). In the water samples, Proteobacteria consisted of 57% of
Alphaproteobacteria, 25% of Betaproteobacteria, 7% of Gammaproteobacteria and 10% of Deltaproteobacteria
(Figure 6 right). Among the remaining phyla in the water samples, Plancomycetes were the second
most dominant bacteria, accounting for 10% of the total, while the abundances of BD1-5, Candidate
division OD1, Chloroflex, Acidobacteria and Bacteroidetes were <3%. Slightly different composition of
Protobacteria content was observed for the biofilm samples: 29–62% of Alphaproteobacteria, 5–26%
of Betaproteobacteria, 11–24% of Gammaproteobacteria. Biofilm samples also had slightly different
abundances of the remaining phyla, i.e., 3–12% of Gemmatimonadetes, 0.1–9% of Firmicutes, 1–4%
of Bacteroidetes, 0.6–4% of Actinobacteria.

A distance analysis (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean method—UPGMA),
presented in Figure 7, shows that there is a high similarity between the fresh water samples and
biofilms for both systems at the genus level, >98% and >70–94% respectively.
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4. Discussion

In the current study, two full-scale copper DDWSs were used to examine the influence of the
plumbing extension on (fresh and stagnant) water quality and biofilm composition formed along the
(kitchen and shower) pipes.

4.1. Water Quality

The copper levels in all water samples increased with overnight stagnation of water in the
DDWSs (Figure 2 left), which corresponds to the results of other studies on leaching of copper from
copper pipes [32–34]. Negligible differences were found in terms of copper concentrations in the
stagnant water samples collected from two kitchen taps. This was expected, because the layouts and
locations of the kitchen plumbing were almost identical for the two DDWSs. The differences in copper
levels which were observed between the kitchen and shower water samples in the conventional
DDWS (average 380 µg/L) are probably caused by the influence of a microclimate around the
experimental DDWSs; this has already been reported in our previous work [21]. The lower copper
concentrations in the shower water samples collected from the extended system can be explained by a
1.5 times greater volume-to-surface ratio of the loops that deliver drinking water to the shower tap,
meaning that a smaller surface area of the pipes is available for the copper leaching process. Elevated
copper concentrations in drinking water are known to cause acute and chronic health effects, such as
gastrointestinal disorders and liver damage. The World Health Organization (WHO) has set 2 mg/L as
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a maximum concentration value for drinking water [35]. In this research, the measured copper levels
in both fresh and stagnant water samples were all below the guideline value proposed by WHO.

Overnight water stagnation in both DDWSs also promoted zinc leaching from brass elements
(Figure 2 right), which has already been shown in several studies [36–38]. Non-statistically significant
differences were observed between the zinc levels in stagnant water samples collected from the two
kitchen taps. The differences in leached zinc between the samples from the kitchen and shower taps
(average 20 µg/L) in conventional DDWSs are possibly triggered by microclimate effects [21]. The
lower zinc concentrations in the shower water samples from the extended system might be a result of
the larger volume-to-surface area of the loops for the fire sprinkler system. Dezincification is defined as
a de-alloying process, which is caused by the leaching of zinc from brass components [39]. Currently,
no health-based guideline value for zinc in drinking water exists. However, if the zinc concentration in
water exceeds 3 mg/L, color and taste may develop [40]. In this research, zinc concentrations in both
fresh and stagnant water samples were below the aesthetic guidelines.

The TOC content was generally lower in water samples from both DDWSs after overnight
stagnation (Figure 3). The TOC reduction in the stagnant samples could be due to the adsorption of
organic matter onto pipe surfaces, and microbial activity in water and biofilms, as leached copper
can bond with organic matter, forming various (soluble and particulate) compounds [41]. These
compounds may adhere to the pipe surfaces via precipitation and/or sorption. An examination of
biofilms established on copper surfaces revealed the existence of two layers: (1) a layer of consisting
of extracellular polymeric substances (EPSs) which is established directly on copper surfaces, and
(2) a microbial layer which is not fixed firmly in the EPS layer [42]. The EPSs have functional
groups which deliver bonding locations both for metal cations (as copper and zinc) and NOM [43,44].
Furthermore, organic carbon is known as one of the limiting factors for the growth of microorganisms
in water distribution systems: 1 µg/L of organic carbon is enough to stimulate the growth of
103–104 cell/mL [45]. During overnight stagnation, an increase in ICC counts (up to 5 × 104 cell/mL)
was recorded, which indicates that only a small portion of the TOC (1–10%) might be related to the
TOC bacterial consumption.

The growth of HPC bacteria in the water phase in distribution networks is influenced by several
factors, such as disinfectant residual, available nutrients, temperature and pipe material [46,47]. In our
study, the concentrations of HPC bacteria in stagnant water depended on the temperature of incoming
fresh water; a tipping point of 15 ◦C was observed (Figure 4). The numbers of HPC bacteria generally
increased with overnight stagnation if the temperatures of fresh water were lower than 15 ◦C, while a
reduction in HPC numbers was measured if the temperatures of fresh water were above the tipping
point of 15 ◦C (Figure 4). Recent research reported that assimilable organic carbon (AOC), the part
of the TOC that can be consumed by HPC bacteria, showed a reverse seasonal trend compared to
the temperature of water. A minimum AOC level of 3.5 µg/L was observed in summer months (at
highest temperature of the drinking water), while a maxim AOC level of 41.4 µg/was measured in
winter months (at low water temperatures) at the water treatment plant outlet [7]. The shift in the
numbers of HPC bacteria which was observed in the present study may be a result of the seasonal
AOC variations in drinking water. For instance, at higher temperatures of drinking water, low AOC
concentrations could be additionally decreased by microbial consumption in the drinking water
distribution network. In that way, a limited quantity of AOC might be available for growth of HPC
bacteria in the experimental DDWSs. In winter months on the other hand, advantageous temperature
conditions for HPC growth could only be found in the DDWSs, which were surrounded by the ambient
temperature of 16 to 26 ◦C in this research.

Overnight stagnation was also found to promote microbial viability, as an increase of up to 8-fold
in ATP levels was measured, when the temperature of fresh water was lower than 17 ◦C (Figure 5
top left). This observation coincides with the findings from a previous study on induced microbial
viability in terms of increased ATP after overnight stagnation of water in DDWSs [20]. However, when
the temperature of fresh water was higher than 17 ◦C, up to 9-fold reduction in ATP concentrations
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was observed (Figure 5 top right). The same trend was found in the ICC-HNA subgroup, which is
accountable for the most important part of the bulk activity in stagnant water [20]; i.e., up to a 4 fold
increase in ICC-HNA levels was observed if the fresh water temperature was below 17 ◦C (Figure 5
bottom left), and up to 40% of reduction in ICC-HNA levels was found if the fresh water temperature
was above 17 ◦C (Figure 5 bottom right). The observed increase in the HNA fraction of the intact cells
might explain the higher ATP concentrations in the stagnant water samples. One study demonstrated
that higher HNA content could be related to the elevated ATP concentrations [48], because HNA
bacteria are generally bigger cells holding a 10-fold higher ATP-per-cell content than LNA bacteria [49].

In conclusion, the overnight stagnation in both conventional and extended DDWSs resulted in an
increase in HPC, ATP and ICC-HNA concentrations when the fresh water temperature was below an
observed tipping point (15 ◦C for HPC and 17 ◦C for ATP and ICC-HNA respectively). Decreased ICC,
ATP and HPC concentrations were observed in water samples when the fresh water temperatures
below the observed tipping point, which was also reported in our previous work [21]. Past research on
drinking water quality in experimental and real DDWSs demonstrated that the overnight stagnation of
water in DDWSs can exclusively lead to higher cell concentrations and bacterial community metabolic
activity [20,34,50–52]. The reduction in ICC, ATP and HPC content, which was observed in this research
when the freshwater temperature was above the tipping point, could be due to the substrate limitation
following the starvation—induced death or accumulation of the bacteria on the pipe wall [20,21,53–55].

It is also important to point out that the differences in microbial activity, measured by HPC, ATP
and FCM measurements, were non-significant between the stagnant samples from the kitchen taps
from the two different DDWSs. The differences found between the microbiological parameters in
the stagnant shower water samples were statistically significant, which is probably a result of the
DDWS lay-out alteration, as extra plumbing loops were added to the extended system. However, the
approach of flushing the pipes did “restore” the quality of drinking water, because the Kruskal-Wallis
test showed that non-significant differences existed between all examined parameters in the fresh
water samples, which were collected from the inlet tap, kitchen and shower taps in both conventional
and extended DDWSs.

4.2. Biofilm Measurements

After the experimental period of 430 days, kitchen and shower biofilms were extracted from both
DDWSs. The biofilm results, which were determined by HPC, ATP, FCM methods for the kitchen pipes
from the two systems, were similar (Table 1). Higher values of total and intact bacteria were found
in the biofilm from the shower pipe in the conventional system, while the biofilm from the shower
pipe in the extended DDWS had almost 4–5 times less cells (intact and total), compared to that from
the conventional DDWS. This is probably due to a change in the layout (1.5 larger volume to surface
ratio of the pipe delivering the water to shower tap in the extended system). In a previous research on
the growth characteristics of bulk phase and biofilm bacteria, it was shown that bulk phase bacterial
growth is considerable compared to the biofilm growth, especially under larger volume to surface
ratio [53]. The densities of all four biofilms, which were determined by TCC and ICC measurements
correspond to those reported in literature, which were in the range from 104 to 107 cell/cm2. ATP
and HPC concentrations in the sampled biofilms appeared to be lower than the reported ATP and
HPC concentrations in biofilms formed in drinking water distribution systems, which ranged from
40 to 4000 pg ATP/cm2 and from 104 to 107 CFU/cm2, respectively [56–61]. Lower HPC and ATP
concentrations in the DDWSs biofilms are probably due to the fact that drinking water was mostly
stagnant in the experimental DDWSs, while in the mentioned studies, (nutrient-enriched) drinking
water was constantly circulating through the systems, which enabled the growth and viability of
microorganisms in the biofilms.

Higher bacteriological richness (Chao1 index) and higher microbial diversity (Shannon index)
in the water than in the biofilm samples (Table 2) suggest that not all bacteria from water phase are
capable of attaching and growing on pipe surfaces, which agrees with the conclusions reached in
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previous studies [62,63]. The other diversity parameter, evenness, showed that the species were more
evenly distributed in the drinking water samples than in the biofilms. The lower evenness in the
biofilms might be related to the specialization in biofilms which are formed on copper surfaces, or that
certain species are more abundant. Despite its toxicity to bacteria when available at high concentrations,
copper is also crucial for the metabolism of cells. This double-edged copper property enforced certain
bacteria to acquire complex resistance mechanisms, which was discussed in our previous work [21].

Proteobacteria were the most dominant phyla in both water and biofilm samples, and their
abundance varied from 61% to 80% (Figure 6 left). Bacterial communities of the biofilms in
the conventional and extended DDWSs were similar to the communities reported in earlier
research [48,64–66], dominating by Alpha-, Beta- and Gammaproteobacteria (Figure 6 right). Among the
other phyla, sequences related to bacteria Firmicutes were dominant (~9%) in the biofilm extracted
from the shower pipe biofilm in the extended system. The higher abundance of the obligate anaerobes
Firmicutes is probably because the water refreshment rate in the extended system is lower than in the
conventional, which agrees with the observation from a recent study in which more Firmicutes were
found under static water flow conditions [55]. A high level of similarity at the genus level between
fresh water and biofilm communities, 98% and >70–94% respectively (Figure 7) indicates that the
extension of the copper DDWS did not significantly affect either the microbial quality of fresh water or
the biofilm composition in the examined DDWSs.

5. Conclusions

• Overnight stagnation of water in the conventional and extended DWDSs stimulated leaching
of copper and zinc from the copper pipes and brass elements. However, the measured
copper and zinc concentrations in stagnant water samples were below the WHO maximum
contaminant levels.

• Significant differences in water quality were observed between the stagnant water samples from
the shower taps in the conventional and extended DWDSs. Insignificant differences between all
fresh water samples were found for all examined parameters, indicating that tap flushing can
restore the quality of the drinking water quality in DDWSs.

• Alteration in microbial parameters was evident after overnight stagnation in both systems,
while the overall trend appeared to be a function of fresh water temperature (i.e., increased cell
concentrations and viability were observed at low temperatures of fresh water, while at high
temperatures of fresh water, we detected a reduction in the cell concentrations and viability in
stagnant water samples).

• Characterization of microbiota in water samples and biofilms showed that Proteobacteria
dominated among phyla sequences. The high level of similarity at the genus level between fresh
water and biofilm communities for both systems, >98% and >70–94% respectively, indicates that
the extension of the DWDS affects neither microbial water quality, nor the biofilm compositions.

• Extension of the copper DWDS for residential fire sprinklers accommodation had no effect on the
drinking water quality parameters of fresh water during the 14 months of the experimental study.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/10/5/582/s1,
Figure S1: Test rigs.
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